ATTENTION: IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS

Your new pre-formed, molded carpet is made of heavy weight 16 oz. Carpet or 80/20 loop combined with 40 oz. Padding. This combination makes for a beautiful, long-wearing carpet. This weight coupled with a special backing gives your new carpet our “mold memory”. Once it’s installed, it continues to shape itself to the contours of your floor. Remember, when you take it out of the carton, the weight of the carpet and padding will tend to cause it to “flatten out”. Once it’s on the floor of the vehicle, it returns to shape.

PLEASE NOTE: Some Late Model vehicles are equipped with a catalytic converter shield on the floor. **DO NOT REMOVE THIS SHIELD, INSTALL CARPET OVER IT.**

You’ll need a good pair of scissors to finish off your installation, we purposely trim our carpet kits so as to allow you a margin of error.

THANK YOU AND ENJOY YOUR NEW CARPET!!!

PASSENGER CAR AND PICK-UP TRUCK: FRONT CARPET – GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

PLEASE READ ENTIRE INSTRUCTION SHEET BEFORE STARTING INSTALLATION

EXAMINE BEFORE INSTALLING.

**DO NOT CUT** ANY PARTS UNTIL THE CARPET IS CHECKED AGAINST THE ORIGINAL. IF CARPET MUST BE RETURNED, REPACK AS ORIGINALLY FOLDED – IMPROPERLY PACKED CARPETS, OR CARPETS THAT HAVE BEEN ALTERED WILL NOT BE CREDITED.

**LOOP WEAVE** - USE EXTREME CARE WHEN PLACING SCREWS THROUGH CARPET, AS THE LOOP TENDS TO GRIP THE SCREW AND WILL PULL OUT IN A LINE OF CONTINUOUS TUFTS.

**NOTE:** IF YOUR CAR IS A GENERAL MOTORS FROM 1958 TO 1964, YOU WILL FIND THAT THE GAS PEDAL CAN BE TAKEN OFF BY LIFTING PEDAL OFF SIDEWAYS. THIS WILL PERMIT EASIER INSTALLATION OF THE FRONT CARPET. WHEN REPLACING THE PEDAL, SIMPLY FORCE IT BACK ON WITH YOUR HANDS OR FOOT.

**SEAT REMOVAL** - IN MANY LATER VEHICLES IT MAY BE ADVISABLE AND IN SOME INSTANCES NECESSARY, TO REMOVE THE FRONT SEAT ASSEMBLY TO INSTALL YOUR REPLACEMENT CARPET.

TO DO THIS, THE SEAT MUST BE UNBOLTED FROM THE CAR FLOOR. THIS IS DONE FROM INSIDE THE CAR AND ACCOMPLISHED BY REMOVING THE BOLTS THAT ARE LOCATED IN THE SEAT TRACKS.
1. Some vehicles have, as original equipment, a one piece carpet covering front and rear of the vehicle floor. To simplify handling, positioning and installation, we often supply two separate units, one for the front, the other for the rear and they will neatly overlap in any exposed area.

**Seat Belts** – In some vehicles, seat belt mounting will not affect carpet installation. In other vehicles, seat belt floor brackets may have to be removed for total access for removing old carpets and installing new. Sometimes these are held with standard bolts or nuts, sometimes they are held with a bolt that has a star shaped, recessed opening. These can sometimes be grasped and turned by vise-grip pliers. Otherwise, most auto supply stores have the star bits available for sale for use with standard sockets sets. They are called Torx or Star bits.

2. Remove screws from sill place (metal molding under each side of door). Most cars will require a Phillips screwdriver to unscrew. Usually four or five screws must be removed.

3. Remove accelerator pedal, if necessary.

4. Take new carpet from box. Roll open and lay flat to remove any wrinkles that may have formed while the carpet was in the box. Allowing an hour or two is advised.

5. Remove old carpet.
   **Note:** On some later cars an additional insulation floor padding is used. Do not remove this padding.

6. Place your new carpet over the old to determine if it is almost an exact match in size and shape.

7. Sweep or vacuum floor thoroughly before installing carpet.

8. Put carpet in car, making sure that you have positioned the carpet properly. The heel protector pad should always be on the left hand driver’s side.

You have purchased a carpet that may require holes for a floor shift, emergency brake or the 4-wheel drive transfer case. This carpet has not had the holes cut in order to allow you leeway in positioning the carpet in your vehicle. To install your carpet follow these instructional steps.

**Caution:** Carpets with holes cut in the wrong place will not be acceptable for return. This procedure should be done carefully to avoid cutting holes in the wrong place.

1. Lay carpet flat. Fold in half by pulling front edge back over to meet rear edge.

2. Center folded carpet over the transmission hump just in front of the front seat.

3. Slowly unfold the carpet toward the front firewall.
4. WHEN YOU REACH A SHIFT LEVER CUT A SMALL “X” SHAPED SLIT JUST LARGE ENOUGH FOR THE SHIFT LEVER ROD TO FIT THROUGH.

5. LIFT THE CARPET UP AND SLIDE IT DOWN OVER THE LEVER THROUGH THE “X” SLIT.

6. REPEAT STEPS 3, 4 AND 5 IF A SECOND SHIFT LEVER EXIST.

7. AFTER THE FULL INSTALLATION OF YOUR CARPET IS COMPLETE, RETURN TO THE SHIFT LEVERS AND CUT THE HOLES LARGER. BE CAREFUL NOT TO CUT THE HOLE LARGER THAN THE BOOT THAT WILL COVER THE AREA.

8. USE THE SAME “X” SLIT SYSTEM IF YOUR VEHICLE REQUIRES A CUTOUT FOR THE FLOOR DIMMER SWITCH.

9. CENTER THE CARPET OVER THE TRANSMISSION HUMP AND STARTING FROM THE CENTER OF THE HUMP, WORK OUT TOWARDS EACH SIDE SMOOTHING OUT WRINKLES AND PULLING THE CARPET TIGHT.

NOTE: MANY PEOPLE ALSO PREFER TO USE BRUSH OR SPRAY ADHESIVE ON THE FLOOR TO GIVE A BETTER, SMOOTHER FIT WHICH IS LESS LIKELY TO MOVE OVER TIME. AFTER CORRECT FIT IS DETERMINED, FOLD BACK SECTIONS OF THE CARPET. APPLY ADHESIVE THEN SMOOTH DOWN AND PRESS INTO POSITION.

10. ON SOME CARPETS YOU WILL FIND SLIGHT EXCESS OF MATERIAL ON BOTH SIDES AT THE SILL PLATES. THIS IS PURPOSELY INCLUDED TO PROVIDE FOR POSSIBLE VARIATIONS OF INDIVIDUAL INSTALLATIONS. IF EXCESS EXISTS ON YOUR CAR, MERELY TRIM IT OFF WITH SCISSORS.

11. SLIP END OF CARPET UNDER SILL PLATE AT EITHER SIDE.

12. REPLACE ACCELERATOR PEDAL, AND SMOOTH OUT CARPET SO THAT IT LIES FLAT. REPLACE SILL PLATE AND SCREWS.

13. SLIT TO EDGE OF CARPET UNDER VALANCE, IF YOUR VEHICLE HAS ONE.

NOTE: SOME MODELS WILL REQUIRE HOLE OPENINGS FOR STEER POST PEDALS, MOUNTING BRACKETS, ETC. THESE HOLES SHOULD BE CUT CAREFULLY AFTER VERIFYING THAT CARPET FITS PROPERLY.

Top of Carpet always toward the front. Bottom of carpet always towards the rear.